
Everyone talks and contributes

Everyone on the group to speak

and contribute. Either follow an

order (alphabetically, by

example) or leave it open for

people to bring their point

whenever they feel like it.

How do you facilitate a meeting, an activity or a workshop session? Should it be one large

group with everyone talking? Start with an individual brainstorming? Work in smaller groups?

You should consider many options for deciding the group formation and communication

approach. Below are the most popular facilitation techniques.

Here is an example of using these cards: “Let´s first do a Divide and conquer to decide who

will describe each of the selected topics. Then we take 5 minutes for Individual

brainstorming before Everyone talks and contributes. “

Divide and conquer

Large group activities can take a

long time. Before starting on an

activity, divide it into parts and

designate it to different people

or subgroups.

Fishbowl conversation

Keep a focused conversation,

even with a large group of

people. At any time, only a few

people are active on the

conversation (the fish in the

fishbowl). The remaining people

are listeners.  

Individual brainstorming 

Individuals develop their own

thinking before the group

conversation.

Person in the spotlight

Focus on a person, who shares

a presentation, a drawing, or an

explanation – usually with some

visual artefact – that everyone

should follow.

Tell and cluster

Write individual notes first, then

organize them in affinity groups,

by telling your note and

clustering it with other similar

ones.

Pomodoro

Avoid mental fatigue on long

continuous session. Take short

breaks, the pomodoro style: 25

minutes of activity, followed by 5

minutes of rest. 

You do it, I do it too, then we compare

Compare different solutions or

options for the same problem,

same context. Give the same

statement to different people or

groups. Compare the results,

and, optionally, combine it.

Voting

Verify the participants choice

for a few given options. Discuss

the results and decide next

steps. 

read more at: https://caroli.org/en/facilitation-techniques
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